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The two Jaguar E-Types imported from Britain

Rob Smith & Larry Ogden 
Somewhere in the Home Counties
England 1969

Cascade’s ULTIMATE pool range starred in 
the NZ Master Pool Builder  Inc’s recent 
‘Internationally  Judged’ 2012-13 Pool 

Photographic Compe-
tition!

GOLD and SILVER Awards 
were given to these pools 
shown below in the ‘Un-
der $50,000.00’ section 
adding to our existing 
medal swag, - making 

Cascade the most Award winning swimming pool 
company in New Zealand history!



Cascade has the only 21st 
Century design available 
in New Zealand, so why 
not support an innova-
tive and progressive Kiwi  
family-owned company 

that has kept Kiwis in employment building beau-
tiful Award Winning pools since 1971. 

Regardless of the shape, size and depth you want, 
Cascade can provide you with a home swimming 
pool that will keep your family entertained for many 
years to come, and provide a healthy, safe environ-
ment for those teenage years - and you will allways 
know where you children are on the weekends!

I can go on about our range of pools and colour 
choices and how many Medals we have won (my 
wife tells me I always put too many words into my 
letters)  but I would rather just include a few more 
pictures, and invite you to call us anytime to discuss 
your pool concept and perhaps negotiate a satis-
factory quotation for a Cascade ULTIMATE pool in 
your back yard ready for the next long, hot Summer!  
Call 0800 CASCADE (227 223) now! 

FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO WANT MORE INFOR-
MATION ON WHY OUR POOLS ARE THE BEST 
YOU CAN BUY - read on!

Our ‘Unique-to-Cascade’ HYBRID Design combines the 
very best in high-density concrete, reinforcing steel and 
polymer construction, with  90mm Insulation material 
making CASCADE the obvious choice for Kiwi families 
that are interested in a reasonable cost, environmental 

(we use recycled steel) low power 550w and 750w 
pumps instead of huge power sucking 1-1/2 hp pumps 

that cost twice as much to 
run,  and we put INFILLFOAM 
insulation in the pool walls - so 
that pool water temperature 
loss through walls is close to 
zero - saving you heaps in 
heating costs! 

Add the amazing AQUAGENIE surface skimmer and 
either an OZONE  or FRESHWATER sterilisation system 
(Water so safe & good its classified as ‘Fresh Water” 

by the NZ Authorities)  and there is little left for you 
to do ... except enjoy your pool! 

Cascade leads all the others with the longest lasting 

pool, the longest Guarantees, the cheapest pool to 
operate, little or no long term maintenance, and even 
better - little or no work for you to do except swim, 
BBQ, and lounge about with the family!

As you had recently contaced us about a pool for your 
home, I thought I would remind you just why Cascade 
is the best pool you can choose for your family to enjoy 
the predicted longer, hot summers!


